Variable Cardiac Responses to Immunosuppressive Therapy in Anti-Mitochondrial Antibody-Positive Myositis.
We describe a case of anti-mitochondrial antibody-positive myositis associated with cardiovascular involvement. An electrophysiological study (EPS) showed binodal dysfunction, and cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging revealed left ventricular dysfunction with diffuse, patchy T2 high-intensity areas and late gadolinium enhancement indicative of inflammation and fibrosis. The left ventricular dysfunction was successfully treated with immunosuppressive therapy as documented by CMR. Persistence of conduction system dysfunction was confirmed by EPS, and a pacemaker was implanted. CMR and EPS concisely documented the variable cardiac response to treatment in anti-mitochondrial antibody-positive myositis. We demonstrate the utility of cardiac investigations in this rare disorder.